
IT integrations!

Our solution fit with yours

– in great harmony!

Get started with a standard integration quickly!

In order to manage accounting and purchasing processes 

efficiently, data exchange from your business systems must 

be harmonized with our solutions. 

We have over 50 fixed, ready-made integrations to leading 

ERP systems. This makes it easy for you to get started with 

our solutions in a smooth, secure, and seamless way. The 

integrations are delivered safely in the cloud. 

With eye-share Workflow, you must always have an 

integration with the company’s financial system. In 

addition, it may be relevant to connect to other systems 

such as purchasing, payroll, HR, project, etc., as needed. 

How it works:

The integration ensures access to updated master data 

directly in your finance or purchasing system. This means 

that our solutions retrieve data and settings from your ERP 

system, such as suppliers, charts of accounts, departments, 

projects, etc., so that incoming invoices can be posted in 

the system. Once the invoice is approved in eye-share 

Workflow, it is transferred to your ERP system for payment. 

The integration of your existing accounting, purchasing, 

payroll, and Human Resource system gives you a flawless 

operation, updated data, and an automated workflow. 

We support a number of integration methods and API 

eye-share Workflow has an open API, which makes it 

possible to integrate the solution with any system that your 

company uses. 
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Time-saving

Our integration saves a lot of time by transferring 

data from one system to another, so you do not have 

to enter data in two systems.

Benefits with our integrations!

Future-oriented and profitable

Cloud-based solutions gives you high security, 

increased availability and automatic updates

– and it’s easy to connect to multiple systems. 

Secure

You can trust the data. The integration makes it easy 

for you to get insight and overview from several 

systems at the same time, without you having to think 

about it. 

Contact us:

If you have any questions feel free to contact the Team Lead 

for Core & Integrations in Eye-share:

Kjetil Kartevold +47 95772838
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eye-share Integrations

We are happy to help you! 

Through continuous customer-driven development, we have built up a solid 

expertise on customers in various industries and their needs. We combine this 

knowledge with development of smart and user-friendly technology for the 

financial role. 

We have 20 years experience and understand your challenges. 

Get in touch for a chat or demo!
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